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Attached is a document describing some work that Word will be doing to address integration issues with Notes. Excel also plans to do most of the 
things described in the dOC!l!llant. 

the document. please send me your feedback by thslll1d of the week on the features and hownl you plan to support them. I'll collect 
and distribute to provide an overall of how our desktop apps will work with Notes. 

The goal here is not to make our 
competitive advantaQe that Notes 

·MiKIr 

into an alternative to Notes. Rather. we want to provide a level of integration whichwill reduce some of the 
give the SmartSuite ovsr MS Office. 
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Mike Mathieu. Word Busmess Unit 3/23/93 

It has become very 
Microsoft. It attacks our business 

threat to the continued success of 
Windows to the OS level and 

over the middleware and shell HH'''''''''' not 
Windows. It Lotus the lead in 

accounts. 

nus document describes work we can do within the U',",""-I.UU 

above what we have for our 1993 
rr"Tln,pn,,,,,' threat to our software business. 
intended to be a response to Notes 

we can do to minimize the "'f'llT\n,~t1t"J" 
Smart Suite over Mcrosoft Office. 

can110t wait around for some miracle response 
We must defend our markets as if those 

A common refrain over the last year has been "We 
eXtlec·ted to beat Notes." While this is true in terms of 

corporate it does not mean that we should stand and wait for Lotus to 
its Notes sales into SmartSuite sales. and when Microsoft a true 

on some alternative so much the better. 
better than any other app in the world. Until that 

strategy to address Notes is to work with it as well as Lotus apps 

We are about four years behind Lotus in terms 
from groupware, what do with it, and what features are needed to it. We are 

two years behind Lotus apps in terms how we can make 

into a substitute for Notes 
a to Notes as the Lotus apps, 

a solid alternative to Notes. 

__ '~~"'" and 

to make our apps 
work to make our apps 

our time until 
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----_._----

from 

apps. We can assume that any feature than an app 
in their next releases. 1-2-3 2.0 in Ami Pro 4.0 in 

2,0 this 

Ami Pro checks your 
any new 
mail. 

every five 
a mail icon in the status bar. 

and will you of 
the button to go read the 

• Ami Pro's send mail will work 
or 

cc:Mail for .1 or or Notes 2.1 

Ami Pro and Freelance 
in their next releases. don't 

in any of our apps until and this could 
prove to be a Our response will have to stress 
our open access to structured relational tables data 

Lotus 123/W 2.0 will be the first Lotus app to 
Notes 3,0 client will be for the 
also Notes 

ntp·or,:,tll"lT'\ with Document APls 
VAo.,'";';''' uses these APls. It's not clear if File 

access to a Notes database. 

with a Notes runtime. Since a 
that 123IMac 2.0 will 

versions. 

Notes APIs 

have entered the systems software game, 
them. have the 
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even 
is a threat to 
databases 

the same type 
do the same 

success, Notes 3.0 will be 
NT as well. 

and say "Our company now has groupware." 

Their database is a closed system. This is 
and we have been somewhat successful in them on this 

you 

Notes 3,0 includes an ODBC interface to ex'ternal data sources, have revitalized 
their DataLens and are up more and more new APIs, This issue 
will subside with Notes 3.0 and will be gone Notes 3. , 

into accounts which are 
to the response time 

n,.,..,."",p. situation with there are several small 
can take for the current 1993 releases of our are 

listed I'll be with each of the rI,."Irt",n apps groups in the next few weeks 
to and to make sure that we them. 

1 - We'll either or make available to the sales force and 
a macro which lets the user send mail 

than version 1.1. This will be 
and GenTIan if that becomes an issue. 
~ we 

2 Our mail-based 
VlJv1 

written and need 

and document rr",ti"OI will detect when a 
. 1 or greater, and Notes 3.0 or 
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4 -

custom SmartIcon bar into 
apps.. This 
like Ucrosoft 

detect a Notes u",""a.u<I:l.LI'HI 

as ",..,,..,,rn,.,,,., 
some small code 

This could be with 
under way on this In 

It will also 
the ones for the Smart Suite 

to 

cclv1ail or Notes 
toolbar 

in our apps. 

5 file format filters to work with Notes. Notes uses RTF 
50 Il we Notes filters which take in our native file 

then users will be able to our files into the 
to go a translation All of the 

SmartSuite apps either have filters or will for Notes 3.D. 

The next section somewhat more detailed specs for each of the features listed 
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uses DDE to call the send mail 
in the DDE 

interface fer Notes and have Word and Excel macros to this. 
as the Word 2.0 macro of Send Mail did. 

work is necessary to 
if we decide to do that. 

older ccMail 

Will everyone 
toolbar that uses 

routines to work 
installed r-.1.A..PLDLL 

to do with apps 
Basic? Can we do some 

as well as for IUvdiLC'UI 

have macro l<I.ll!'5U':l.!".<'~ 

of VB app or a ~V"_~".'" 

We also write a 
"'h.I.,""I;l5 MAPI-detection 

The 
all of the 

code to map the MAPI function calls into their dosest VIM 
message 

MAPIAttachment structures, memory IlldJll"~CI 

An ISV is on such a DLL that we 
our apps. Another alternative is to the and to it into our 

so that we have to worry about any future MAPI.DLL 
then we'll need and resources. 

a Notes macro like that \vill install a 
new, custom SmarUcon bar into Notes. This toolbar will have the from the Office 
apps, rather than the Lotus and the common tools Mil be laid out to be I".nT",,,,tPT1t 

with the Office and 

At if we detect Notes is we should 
has detected Lotus Notes on your machine. Do you want to 

to and Notes work better T""C""TI~pr 

Work items include: 
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is included on the standard toolbar. 

and nrrlmr,nn 

any icons in the 
the macros to hook into the correct 

but this not be necessary if we can . 

The buttor.s should include the 
Launch Word 
Launch Excel 
Launch MS Mail 
Launch PowerPoint 

tools: 

All of the standard MS tools that are 

cc: on 
The Microsoft Toolbar is our 

for Notes. 

toolbar in the current 
version of Ami Pro 3.0. To better our mail tool will 
launch ccMail ifit detects that that mail system is installed. We will also include a 
launcrJactivate tool for Notes that will appear on the Mlcrosoft Toolbar when we detect 
that Notes is installed on the 

We need to come up with tool faces for these two apps. 

it 
file fonnat. We'd need to write converters to the Notes 

converter spec that took in our native file fonnats and RTF. This is most 
for and then for Excel and and less so for 

We should make sure to test send mail and document with the Notes and ccMail 
It is very for our OLE pmpn·t"t·,nn to work very ,"lith 

Notes. Less so for ccMail. DDE is somewhat less but we should test 
transfers between the apps and make sure 

ISSUE: We need to get some Notes licenses for 
management. 

as 

and program 
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